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2.1 CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE POLICY

BJCHI aims to be the leading and successful company in

creating long-term value and benefits for shareholders and

stakeholders. To achieve these objectives, BJCHI then would

like strongly to operate its business based primarily on good

corporate governance policy on a transparent, accountable

and ethical basis which are used as the framework reflecting

the Company’s value. The main objective is to encourage

all employees to develop themselves and bring the mentioned

guideline into practices by sticking to moral principles,

honesty and conforming to laws, traditions and cultures as

well as related rules and regulations of a country in which

the company has operated its business.

BJCHI is strongly confident that good management process

with transparency and international standard will enhance

our competitive landscape which in turn makes BJCHI to

be more accredited locally and internationally. This is one

of the most important factors to reach the business goals,

increase the Company’s value and create long-term

sustainable growth. This will also help to build confidence

of shareholders, investors and stakeholders which all are

expected to receive equitable treatment and then build

up BJCHI’s image. which leads to stable and sustainable growth.

In order to continue and develop good corporate governance

policy in according with good corporate governance

framework defined by the Stock Exchange of Thailand,

international practices, related laws as well as traditions,

BJCHI has improved good corporate governance policy

in order for Directors, executives and all employees to take

it into practices. Such good corporate governance policy

is also disclosed on the Company’s website both in Thai

and English version.

Good Corporate Governance Policy
The Board of Director has the policy to promote BJCHI

to be the leading and successful company under its

operation efficiency in doing business on a sustainable

basis by creating benefits for shareholders with taking into

account the rights of all the relevant stakeholders. BJCHI

intends to operate its business on a moral, ethical transparent

and accountable basis. Then, the Corporate Governance

Policy has been established in order for Directors, executives

and all employees to fully recognize its importance and

take it into practices as follows;

Good Corporate Governance Framework
Based on BJCHI’s business operation, the Board of Directors

has firmly complied with the law, objectives, regulations,

resolutions of the shareholders’ meeting and the Principles

of Good Corporate Governance of Listed Companies

prescribed by the Stock Exchange of Thailand which all are

implemented as the guideline to enhance BJCHI’s business

operation. This has also created transparency for investors

and build up confidence to external parties. Corporate

governance framework has been defined as follows;

1.   Realize the roles and responsibilities of the Board of

     Directors as leaders who create sustainable value for

     the Company, including shareholders and stakeholders.

2.   Set the Company’s objectives and goal towards

     sustainability.

3.   Build the effectiveness on the Board

4.   Develop Directors, Executives and employees

5.   Promote innovation and take responsibilities on business

     operations

6.   Supervise risk management and internal audit system

     on an appropriate basis.

7.   Maintain financial credibility Disclosure and Transparency

8.   Encourage participation and communication with

     shareholders
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1. THE RIGHTS OF
    SHAREHOLDERS
(1)  Protection of Shareholders’ rights

     BJCHI recognizes the critical importance of the

     fundamental rights of its shareholders, as investors in

     the Company’s securities and owners of the Company.

     BJCHI therefore refrains from any act that may violate

     or curtail the rights of shareholders or neglect equitable

     treatment among shareholders by taking into consideration

     the basic rights of shareholders which include the rights

     to equally receive dividend payment from net profit,

     the rights to repurchase the Company’s shares, the

     rights of communication, the rights to propose meeting

     agenda, the rights to nominate members of the Board,

     the rights to submit questions in relation to meeting

     agenda in advance, the rights to attend the shareholders’

     In case that shareholders are not able to attend the

     shareholders’ meeting themselves, the Company

     provides such the way for them to exercise their voting

     rights by assigning Independent Directors and assigned

     persons with one of the proxy forms attached with

     invitation letter to shareholders meeting.

     The Company facilitates maximum attendance of the

     shareholders by carefully choosing a venue which is

     readily accessible by the shareholders while a map

     of the meeting venue was enclosed in the invitation

     letter to the meeting. Additionally, the Company also

     carefully selects the optimal meeting date and allocates

     sufficient time for the shareholders’ meeting.     

     The Company also opened the opportunity for the

     shareholders to submit their opinions, proposals and

     inquiries for the agenda in advance according to

     criteria set by the Company. Such criteria is disclosed

     through the Company’s website.

     During the shareholders’ meeting, shareholders are

     permitted to freely express their views, make

     recommendations and ask questions before casting

     their votes on each meeting agenda. Where required,

     the Directors and the relevant executives clearly

     answered the questions raised by the shareholders.

     The Company facilitates the meeting by using the

     votes in ballots in each agenda for a transparent and

     accountable basis.

     Regarding the transparent basis, the Company will

     assign an independent party for voting count for

     each agenda.

     When the shareholder meeting ends, the Company

     will make the shareholder meeting report on an accurate

     and complete basis including material issues, questions

     and recommendations in order for shareholders to

     oversee such information. Moreover, the Company

     records and keeps VDO for its reference as well as

     publishes details of the voting results for each agenda

     with Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of

     shareholders through the Company’s website for

     shareholders’ consideration.

     meeting and vote, the rights to grant proxy to any

     person to attend the meeting and vote on their behalf,

     the rights to express opinions and raise questions at

     the shareholders’ meeting, the rights to vote during

     the election of directors individually so that the

     shareholders can truly vote for the desired director,

     the rights to consider remuneration for Directors, and

     the rights to vote for the appointment of external

     auditors and determination of auditor’s fees. BJCHI

     also ensures freedom of communication among the

     shareholders and immediately discloses all shareholders

     agreement that may have significant impact on the

     Company or other shareholders.

(2)   The Shareholders’ Meeting

     The Company promotes and facilitates the exercise

     of the shareholders’ rights for shareholders meeting

     as follows;  

     Disseminated the meeting program and information

     on each agenda to shareholders in advance not less

     than 7 days or any period of time required by related

     laws, rules and regulations. Board of Directors’ opinions

     also are included in each of the agendas as well as

     adequate information in order for shareholders to have

     sufficient time to consider each agenda carefully before

     the meeting date. Moreover, the Company will disclose

     such the information on the Company’s website before

     the meeting date.
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Regarding 2021 Shareholders’ Meeting, BJCHI disseminated

the meeting program and information on each agenda

to shareholders well in advance through the SET’s official

communication system and BJCHI’s website on 19th March

2021, more than 30 days before the meeting date in order

for shareholders to allow sufficient time to consider each

agenda carefully.

2021 BJCHI’s Annual General Meeting was held on Friday

23th April 2021 at the main meeting room of BJCHI main

office address 594 Moo 4, Makamkoo, Nikompattana,

Rayong, starting at 13.30 p.m. BJCHI selected the date

of the appropriate shareholders' meeting and allocated

sufficient time for the meeting including facilitated the

shareholders to attend the meeting. Due to the Covid-19

outbreak, the meeting was held by E-meeting format.  

Furthermore, BJCHI has facilitated the shareholders who

are institutional investors by sending their proxy forms in

advance to verify the accuracy before the meeting date.

In addition, the stamp duty for the proxy forms is provided

to the proxies who register to attend the shareholders'

meeting. At the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders,

BJCHI complied with the framework of Good Corporate

Governance, AGM Checklist required by Thai Investors

Association, Thai Listed Companies Association and Securities

and Exchange Commission. There were 30 shareholders,

representing 1,215,383,101 shares, or 75.98% of total issued

shares of the Company excluding 3,109,800 treasury shares

which has no voting rights. This exceeded the attendance

requirement for the meeting quorum as pursuant to the law

and the Company’s Articles of Association.

Moreover, the Company received the full assessment score

at 100 of 100, considered as “the excellent level” under

quality assessment by Thai Investors Association (TIA) for the

arrangement of its 2021 AGM. This is another success to

prove that the Company has continued to give importance

to and focus on continuous development of corporate

governance.

2. THE EQUITABLE TREATMENT
    OF SHAREHOLDERS
BJCHI will conduct the equitable treatment of shareholders

regardless of gender, age, race, nationality, religion, belief,

political opinion and disability. Moreover, if shareholders

are not able to attend the meeting, they are eligible

to assign persons as their representatives to join the

shareholder meeting.

(1)   BJCHI will inform a meeting schedule and agendas

     to SET and disclose them through the Company’s

     website not less than 30 days prior the meeting date.

     Moreover, the invitation letter to shareholders meeting

     will be published and disclosed both Thai and English

     on the Company’s website.

(2)   BJCHI will facilitate minor shareholders to nominate

     candidates for Directorship, propose meeting agenda

     and ask questions. The procedure for minor shareholders

     to propose candidates for Directorship will be clearly

     defined in advance or any additional criteria proposed

     by minor shareholders will be input in the meeting

     agendas or not. 

(3)   During the shareholder meeting, BJCHI also opens the

     equal opportunity for the shareholders. Prior the meeting,

     the Chairman will explain the voting procedures,

     the voting count for each agenda while all shareholders

     receive the opportunity to freely express their views

     and opinions, make recommendations and ask questions

     with the sufficient time. The Chairman will run the

     meeting based on defined agendas. Executives are

     not allowed to input any agendas without informing

     to shareholders in advance if not necessary particularly

     for any material agendas which shareholders need

     sufficient time to carefully consider before decision-making.

(4)   With respect to the agenda for considering and

     appointing Directors, the voting was done on an

     individual basis.
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(5)   A Director, who has conflicts of interest on any

     meeting agenda, must report such conflicts of interest

     before the meeting considers the relevant meeting

     agenda. Such the issue must be recorded in the Board

     of Directors’ meeting. The Director who has significant

     conflicts of interest in the manner that prevents him

     or her to express independent opinion must leave the

     meeting when the agenda item is being deliberated.

(6)   BJCHI has a policy to prevent illegal use of internal

     information. A person or a department who received

     inside information are not allowed to disclose such

     information to other agencies or unrelated persons.

     Disclosing / using such information for their own

     benefits / for others’ benefits or dealing in transactions

     where conflicts of interest exists is considered a serious

     offence, and anyone who has engaged in such

     activities is subject to disciplinary sanctions. Moreover,

     Directors, Executives and related persons must not

     involve in insider trading including their spouse and

     their minors of cited persons while an authorized person

     taking charge in a change in the possession of

     securities must submit the report to the company

     secretary on a regular basis and then disclose it in

     annual report.

3.  DISCLOSURE AND
    TRANSPARENCY
BJCHI discloses the information required by laws and

regulations of governing agencies. Such information must

be fully scrutinized by responsible persons in an accurate,

complete and sufficient basis for investors’ decision-making.

The disclosure needs to be approved from the Company’s

authorized person while confidential information of the

company, customers, and business partners must not be

disclosed to irrelevant parties except only for approved

cases or required by laws. Moreover, such information must

be not exaggerated and misunderstood. The details are

as follows;

(1)   The Board of Directors places high priority for information

     disclosure on an accurate, complete, transparent and

     timely manner both in financial and non-financial

     information as well as any other information which has

     the impact on BJCHI’s security price with the potential

     influence on decision-making of investors and stakeholders.

     Such information disclosure is strictly complied with rules

     and regulations of SEC and SET.

(2)   Investor Relation Department is established as the

     communication channel with investors or shareholders.

     BJCHI regularly organizes its meeting event to analyze

     the operating performance and disclose such information

     both in financial and general information for shareholders,

     analysts, credit rating agencies and government

     agencies through various channel such report to SEC,

     SET and the Company’s website. BJCHI recognizes the

     importance of regularly disclosing the information both

     in Thai and English in order for shareholders to receive

     the Company’s information on its website which will

     be kept regularly updated including vision, mission,

     financial statement, public relation news, annual report,

     organization chart, Board of Directors and the

     management team, shareholding structure, major

     shareholders, the invitation letter to the meeting,

     the company registration documents and company’s

     charter.

(3)   BJCHI fully recognizes the importance of financial

     statement and information disclosed in annual report.

     The Audit Committees will scrutinize a quality of financial

     reporting and internal control as well as disclosure to

     notes to financial statement. Later, the Audit Committees

     will report The Board of Directors. BJCHI will make report

     of the Board’s Responsibilities for financial statement

     and auditor report through annual report. In addition,

     the Board of Directors promotes the company to do

     Management Discussion and Analysis on a quarterly

     basis.
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(4)   BJCHI discloses the information about individual directors,

     roles and responsibilities of the Board of Directors,

     Sub-Committees, the number of meeting attendance

     in the prior year as well as opinions from their duties,

     training, and professional development in annual report,

     annual registration system. Moreover, remuneration

     policy, details of directors’ and executives’ remuneration

     for the company and its subsidiaries (if any) are also

     disclosed.

(5)   BJCHI also discloses auditor’s fees and service fees.

(6)   BJCHI also provides the corporate governance policy,

     business code of conduct, risk management policy

     and environment and societies-preserving policy as

     finalized. The result of policy execution and impractical

     cases with reasons are disclosed through many channels

     such as annual report and the Company’s website.

So as to follow the disclosure and transparency policy,

BJCHI discloses various kinds of information required by laws

and rules of governing agencies. Disclosed information must

be fully scrutinized by responsible persons on a complete,

accurate and sufficient manner for investors’ decision-making.

Such disclosure must be approved by the company’s

authorized persons and confidential information of the company,

clients, business partners must not disclose to unrelated

persons if not receiving approval or necessary for applicable

laws. Such information must not be exaggerated and

cause significant misunderstandings.

Type of disclosed information

(1)   Disclosure of operating results, balance sheets and

     Income statements both reviewed and audited version

     as well as Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A)

     to disclose the financial information for investors and

     make them understand changes in financial positions

     and operating results exceeding by 20%.

(2)   Report of the Board’s Responsibilities for the Financial

     Statements along with auditor report in annual report.

(3)   Corporate governance policy report, business code

     of conduct, risk management policy where the Board

     of Directors agrees and results of policy execution are

     disclosed through annual report and the company’s

     website.

(4)   The remuneration policy for Directors and high-level

     executives is based on duties and responsibilities of

     each individual including form and type of remunerations.

(5)   Roles and duties of Directors and Sub-Committees,

     the meeting attendance and individual attendance

     over the last year as well as opinions from duties,

     training and professional development of Directors are

     also disclosed in annual report.

(6)   Auditor’s fees and other fees. 

(7)   Information of the company, criteria, condition and

     method of information disclosure required by the Stock

     Exchange of Thailand as well as the related laws such

     as asset acquisition and disposal, related transactions

     and changes in the company’s registered capital.

(8)   Disclosure of Head of Audit’s qualification and experience

     are displayed in annual report.

Channel of Information Disclosure

(1)   Disclose on SET Portal according to criteria and

     procedure required by the Stock Exchange of Thailand

(2)   Securities and Exchange Commission Office

(3)   Department of Business Development, Ministry of

     Commerce

(4)   www.bjc1994.com 

(5)   Reporters, Newspaper and Medias

(6)   Analyst Meeting

(7)   Company Visit/One-on-One Meeting 

(8)   Road Show

(9)   Shareholder documents by mail



In 2021, BJCHI also conducted serveral events as follows:

     Quarterly Analyst Meetings : in 2021, BJCHI organized 2

     Analyst Meeting events to provide material information

     to analysts and fund managers

     SET’s Opportunity Day : In 2021, BJCHI’s executives

     attended the event for 2 times

     Disclosure on BJCHI’s information via many channels

     such as Medias, Newspaper, Magazine, Website etc.
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Additionally, BJCHI highly prioritizes investor relation activities

by establishing Investor Relation (IR) Department serving

as the contact point to communicate with investors,

analysts and related parties on an efficient manner. Due

to our continuous determination, BJCHI received 2020

Best IR Award and 2020 Outstanding IR Award in the group

of listed companies with market capitalization between

3,000 - 10,000 million baht in 2020.
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4.  RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD
    OF DIRECTORS

(1)  BOARD OF DIRECTORS STRUCTURE

The Board of Directors currently consists of directors who

collectively possess the appropriate knowledge, expertise,

capabilities and experience to fully create benefits for the

company and to undertake their effort and time for their

own responsibilities. The Board of Directors takes a key

role in determining policies and organization overview,

governing, monitoring and evaluating the company’s

performance as planned.

The Board of Directors, who is appointed by shareholders

to oversee the company’s business performance, also

appoints Executives to take responsibilities on the company’s

business operation, establishes Sub-Committees to take

charge in a specific issue, and appoints the company’s

auditors as well as the company secretary for taking

roles in the meeting event in accordance with laws and

compliance.

The Board currently consists of at least 5 directors which

the number of directors not less than one-half (1/2) of the

total number of the directors have residency in Thailand

composing of the Chairman, Vice Chairman and Directors.

The non-executive directors must make up at least one-third

of the total number of the directors but not less than 3 persons.

The non-executive directors must be independent from the

management and do not have any business relationship

as Notification of the Capital Market Supervisory Board,

the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Stock

Exchange of Thailand in relation with qualifications and the

non-executive directors’ scope of work which in turn will

help keep balance in considering and voting for the

company’s issues on a suitable basis, concerning about

shareholders’ interest on an equal basis and settling conflicting

of interests between the company with Executives / major

shareholders and other companies which have the same

Executives and major shareholders. The non-executive

directors who are able to freely deliver their opinions have

the term of directorship is no more than 3 years as prescribed

by the applicable law. Moreover, a director or executive

of the Company may also be a director or executive of

an associated company of the Company or other legal

entities, subject to the provisions of the Securities and

Exchange Commission, the Stock Exchange of Thailand

and other competent authorities, provided that the holding

of the position in other companies are reported to the

Board for acknowledgement.

(2) POWER, DUTIES AND
     RESPONSIBILITY
The Board of Directors has duties to represent shareholders

and has powers, duties and responsibilities in the company’s

business operation, to determine policies and business

direction and oversee the company in order to achieve

the business goals to create long-term sustainable growth

in accordance with the law, business code of conduct as

well as the benefits for all stakeholders.

In addition to being shareholders’ representatives, power,

duties and responsibility of The Board of Directors are in line

with the law, the company’s Articles of Association and

objectives and the resolutions of the shareholders’ meetings

as follows;  

(1)   Corporate Governance Policy

     The Company provides the written corporate governance

     policy to propose for The Board of Directors’ approval.

     Establishing corporate governance policy is to provide

     guidance for Directors, Executives and employees for

     their practice. Moreover, The Board of Directors will

     review such that policy on a yearly basis.
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(2)   Business Code of Conduct

     The Company intends to operate its business on a

     transparent, fair basis with responsibilities to stakeholders,

     societies and environment. The company defines the

     following written procedures for Directors, Executives

     and employees for their practice;

     (a)  Code of Conduct about responsibilities to

          shareholders

     (b)  Code of Conduct about relations to customers

     (c)  Code of Conduct about relations to business

          partners, competitors and creditors

     (d)  Code of Conduct about responsibilities to employees

     (F)  Code of Conduct about responsibilities to societies

          and environment

The Company announces and informs such the above

procedures in order for all employees to acknowledge and

strictly take them into practice. 

(3)   Conflicts of Interest Policy

     The Company has a policy to mitigate and manage

     conflicts of interest with care and integrity on a

     reasonable basis under the business ethics framework

     and the company’s benefit. Any Director who has or

     may have conflicts of interest in respect to any matters

     related to the company shall disclose them to the

     company while he or she shall abstain from voting

     and must leave the meeting when the item is being

     deliberated.

     The Company has related transaction policy and

     conflicts of interest policy which are applicable with

     laws, rules and regulation of the Securities and Exchange

     Commission and the Stock Exchange of Thailand.

     Such policies are also disclosed in annual report and

     annual registration statement.

(4)   Internal Control

     Regarding Internal Control system for supervising the

     company’s internal control both in Executive level and

     operational level, the company establishes the Internal

     Audit Unit to assess a sufficiency of Internal Control

     system and then report to the Audit Committee

     according to the internal audit plan.

(5)   The Risk Management Management

     The company establishes The Risk Management

     Committee to support The Board of Directors in defining

     the risk management framework coving the organization

     as well as overseeing risk management process to

     mitigate the risks that the Company currently encounters

     on a suitable basis.

(6)   Directors’ Report

     The Audit Committee has duties to review the reporting

     of its financial performance along with accounting

     team and auditors during the meeting and then

     proposes such the reporting of its financial performance

     to The Board of Directors on a quarterly basis. The Board

     of Directors will take responsibilities for the financial

     reporting of the company and its subsidiaries as

     well as financial information as disclosed through

     annual report.

Duties and Responsibilities

of the Board of Directors
(1)   to devote his/her time and recognize the importance

     in their duties as well as govern the company under

     the laws, objectives, Articles of Association, the Board

     of Directors’ resolution as well as shareholders’ resolution

     with responsibilities, prudence and integrity to protect

     the company’s benefits. 

(2)   to determine the vision, business strategies, business

     direction, business policies, targets, business plan,

     budget, management structure and authority limits

     of the Company and its subsidiaries, and to oversee

     management and the operating performance of the

     Management or other designated persons to comply

     with defined policies in order to maximize value for

     the company and its shareholders. Moreover, such

     vision, business strategies, business direction will be

     reviewed on a yearly basis.
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(3)   to determine the framework and policy for determining

     salaries, salary adjustments, bonuses, remunerations and

     benefits of the high-level executives.

(4)   to monitor and evaluate Executives’ performance on

     a regular basis to achieve the company’s strategies

     based on the company’s working plan and budget

     as well as oversee Executives’ remuneration on a

     suitable basis.

(5)   to assign the Chairman of Executive Committee and

     Chief Executive Officer with power and responsibilities

     in taking daily task and supervise the company to

     follow business strategies, business direction, objectives,

     policies and budgets approved by the Board of

     Directors as well as regular performance assessment

     of the Chairman of Executive Committee and Chief

     Executive Office.

(6)   to ensure that the Company and its subsidiaries adopt

     an appropriate and efficient accounting system,

     and to ensure that it has reliable financial reporting

     and accounting systems, including sufficient and

     appropriate internal control and internal audit systems;

(7)   to consider and approve the acquisition or disposition

     of assets (in cases the value of the transaction does

     not require an approval from the shareholders’ meeting),

     investment in new businesses and any operational

     matters as required by relevant laws, notifications and

     regulations;

(8)   to consider and approve material transactions required

     by laws, rules, policies, regulations or the company’s

     authority relevant on the related-party transactions

     (in cases the value of the transaction does not require

     an approval from the shareholders’ meeting) of the

     company and its subsidiaries to maximize value for

     shareholders and stakeholders as well as to oversee

     and cope with potential conflicts of interest and

     related-party transactions.

(9)   to consider and approve the interim dividend payment

     to shareholders of the company.

(10)  to review the risk management procedures and

     policies and to monitor the operating results with

     respect to the risk management.

(11)  to make available and efficiently implement the

     corporate governance policy as well as supportive

     systems against corruptions on an appropriate basis.

(12)  to appoint committees; e.g. the Audit Committee,

     the Executive Committee, the Risk Management

     Committee and/or any other subcommittees, to support

     and enhance the performance of the Board.

(13)  to appoint the Company Secretary to assist the Board

     in various matters to ensure that the businesses of the

     Company operate in compliance with the applicable

     laws and regulations.

(14)  to seek professional advice from third-party organizations

     if it is necessary to make a proper decision.

(15)  to prepare an annual report and to be responsible

     for the preparation and disclosure of the financial

     statements presenting the financial standing and

     operating results of the company in the preceding

     year to be proposed to the shareholders’ meeting for

     further approval.

(16)  to hold an annual general meeting of shareholders

     within 4 months from the end of the company’s

     accounting period.

(17)  to consider and approve various matters by fairly

     taking into account interests of shareholders and all

     groups of stakeholders.

(18)  to provide communication channel for each shareholder

     group on a suitable basis with disclosure assessment

     to ensure that such information is disclosed on an

     accurate, transparent, reliable and timely manner.
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Duties and Responsibilities
of the Chairman of the Board

(1)   not being the Chairman of Executive Committee and

     independent from the management to separate roles

     in defining the policy overview and governance from

     the daily task.

(2)   not being the Chairman and members in Sub-Committees

     in order for Sub-Committees to perform their duties

     on an independent manner.

(3)   oversee duties of Directors, support and advice the

     management under the authority approved by the

     Board of Directors.

(4)   provide recommendations in the Board of Directors’

     meeting by coordinating with the Chairman of Executive

     Committee and Chief Executive Officer.

(5)   being the Chairman in the Board’s meeting and

     the shareholder meeting.

(6)   make final voting in the Board’s meeting if voting

     from two sides is equal.

(7)   promote and oversee Directors to comply with defined

     authorities and responsibilities to shareholders and

     stakeholders under the framework of good corporate

     governance, ethical standard and business code

     of conduct.

(8)   build up good relationship between Executive Directors

     and non-Executive Directors as well as between

     The Board of Directors and the management.

(9)   allocate sufficient time for the management to propose

     matters where Directors will thoroughly consider and

     discuss as well as encourage Directors to make

     deliberated and independent opinion.

(3) STRUCTURE, POWER, DUTIES AND
     RESPONSIBILITIES OF
     SUB-COMMITTEES

To consider significant matters on a prudent and efficient

basis, The Board of Directors establishes Sub-Committees

to help oversee the company as follows;

Audit Committee consists of at least 3 independent
directors, and at least one of which shall have sufficient

knowledge and experience in accounting and finance

to review the financial statements. The Audit Committee

has duties to assist the Board in overseeing and auditing

business operations, internal controls, risk management

and corporate governance, including preparing the

financial reports to ensure transparency and accuracy

of the company’s disclosed information.

Executive Committee consists of at least 5 members,

who do not need to be the executive directors to

assist the Board in directly managing the business

operations of the company in accordance with the

policies, plans, Articles of Association and other orders

assigned by the Board.

Risk Management Committee consists of at least
3 members. The Risk Management Committee has

duties to assist the Board in determining the policies

to manage all significant risks and ensuring appropriate

risk management mechanisms are in place to prevent,

mitigate and/or control the impacts of those risks on

the company. Moreover, The Risk Management

Committee has authority to establish a working team

to evaluate and follow the organization risk as well

as define the risk management policy based on external

and internal issue covering at least 4 following aspects;

(a)  Financial Risk

(b)  Operational Risk

(c)  Strategic Risk

(d)  Compliance Risk
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Duties and Responsibilities of the
Audit Committee

(1)   To review correctness and adequate disclosure of the

     Company’s financial report.

(2)   To review the Company's internal control system and

     internal audit system to ensure that they are suitable

     and effective.  Consider the independence of the

     internal audit unit as well as approve the appointment,

     transfer and dismissal of the chief of an internal audit

     unit or any other units responsible for internal audits.

(3)   To review the Company's compliance with the Securities

     and Exchange Commission Act, The Stock Exchange

     of Thailand and other laws related to the Company’s

     business.

(4)   To consider, select and nominate an independent

     person to be the Company's auditor and propose

     the remuneration of such person. Also, attend the

     meeting with the auditors without the management

     at least once a year.

(5)   To consider the Connected Transaction or the

     transactions that may lead to conflict of interest shall

     be in accordance with the Securities and Exchange

     Commission Act as well as the announcement and

     regulations of the Stock Exchange of Thailand, to ensure

     that the transaction is reasonable and of utmost benefit

     to the Company.

(6)   To prepare Auditor Committee report and disclosed

     in the Company's annual report which must be signed

     by the Chairman of the Audit Committee, and must

     contains at least the following information;

     (a)  Opinion about the correctness, completeness

          and reliability of the Company’s financial report.

     (b)  Opinion about the adequacy of the Company’s

          Internal Control system.

     (c)  Opinion about the implementation of violation

          of the Securities and Exchange Commission Act,

          the regulations of The Stock Exchange of Thailand

          or law relating to the Company’s business.

     (d)  Opinion about the suitability of the Auditor.

(e)  Opinion of any transactions of the conflicts of

     interest concerns.

( f )   The number of the Audit Committee meeting and

     attendance of each audit committee member. 

(g)  Opinion or overview comment received by the

     Audit Committee from its performance of duties

     in accordance with the charter.

(h)  Any other items that the shareholders and investors

     should be acknowledged under scope of

     responsibilities and duties which assigned by the

     Board of Directors.

(7)   To review the effectiveness and appropriateness of the

     Company's risk management.

(8)   To consider the Anti-Corruption Policy & Practices to be

     in accordance with the business model, environment

     and culture.

(9)   To review the appropriateness of changing the

     Anti-Corruption Policy & Practices.

(10)  To review and propose amendment to the scope

     of authority, duties and responsibilities of the Audit

     Committee are consistent with the situation.

(11)  To monitor and investigate related persons under the

     authority of the Audit Committee and have power to

     hire or bring in specialists to support with audition and

     investigations.

(12)  If find or suspect the transactions or actions occurred

     following which may significance impacts to financial

     status and business performance, the Auditor Committee

     must report to the Board of Directors for rectification

     within the timeline the Audit Committee deems

     appropriate.

     (a)  Conflict of Interest items.

     (b)  Fraud or irregularity or major defect in the internal

          control system;

     (c)  Violation of the Securities and Exchange Commission

          Act, regulations of The Stock Exchange of Thailand

          or law relating to the business of the company.
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In case of the Board of Directors or the Management

does not action or improve in timeline mentioned above,

any member of the Audit Committee may report that the

transaction or action is in the above with the Office of the

Securities and Exchange Commission or the Stock Exchange

of Thailand.

(13)  To provide opinion to the management regarding

     appointment, termination, performance, budget and

     capacity of Internal Audit Department.

(14)  To prepare the Audit Committee’s performance report

     propose to the Board of Directors at least once a year.

(15)  To acquire notification of fraud and corruption rendering

     in relation to personnel in the company, investigate

     the facts and propose to the Executive Committee

     for further solving or punishment.

(16)  Perform any other acts as assigned by the Board of

     Directors with the approval of the Audit Committee.

Duties and Responsibilities
of the Executive Committee

(1)   To establish policies and strategic direction, business plan,

     budget, management structure and the management

     authority to propose to the Board of Directors for

     approval. Implementation as been approved by the

     Board of Directors including monitoring the performance

     to be inline with effective and efficient manner.

(2)   To manage and supervise the operations related to

     the general administration of the company.

(3)   To define Anti-Corruption Policy & Practices, including

     encourage and support these policies and practices.

(4)   To review the appropriateness of system and regulations

     including Anti-Corruption Policy & Practices to be

     appropriate in accordance with the changing business

     and regulatory requirements of the law.

(5)   To approve the contracts and/or transactions related

     to the Company's normal business (such as trading,

     investment or joint ventures with other parties to the

     transaction as the Company’s normal business and

     benefit as the Company's purposes.) within the limits

     prescribed by the Authority Limits.

(6)   To approve loans, credit assessment, lending, pledge

     or mortgage, or being a guarantor for the company

     and its subsidiaries from financial institution within the

     limits prescribed by the Authority Limits.

(7)   To approve the appointment of various consultants

     which necessary for the Company’s operation under

     the annual budget approved by the Board of Directors.

(8)   To define the framework and policies for determining

     salaries, salary adjustment, bonus, compensation and

     reward.

(9)   To perform any other tasks as assigned by the Board

     of Directors or in accordance with the policy set by

     the Board of Directors.

(10)  To support the Audit Committee to investigate the

     facts as notified or assigned by the Audit Committee

     on investigation of fraud and corruption.

(11)  To communicate with personnel in the organization

     and relevant for any policies and procedures to

     encourage the implementation of policies and guidelines.

(12)  To assign one or more persons to act on behalf of the

     Executive Committee.

The delegation of authority and responsibility of the Executive

Committee shall not be delegated or sub-delegated which

able to approve the transaction that the persons may

be in conflict with. (As defined in the Notification of the

Securities and Exchange Commission or The Capital Market

Supervisory Board) may have a vested interest. Or may

have benefits in any way or may have conflicts of interest

with the Company or its subsidiaries. Except for the approval

of the transactions in accordance with the policies and

criteria approved by the Board of Directors.
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Duties and Responsibilities of the Chairman
of Executive Committee

(1)   adopt the leadership in overseeing Executives’

     performance to maximize the company’s benefits

     without any control from the management.

(2)   consider meeting agendas as proposed by Chief

     Executive Officer to make meeting agendas in line

     with Duties and Responsibilities of Executive Committees.

(3)   oversee Executive Committees who encourages the

     management to take policies approved by the Board

     of Directors into practice according to the Board of

     Directors’ policy.

(4)   oversee and promote Executive Committees to comply

     with good corporate governance and business code

     of conduct.

Duties and Responsibilities of
Chief Executive Officer

(1)   has duties and responsibilities in managing the company’s

     business operation and performance as defined by

     scope of duties and power assigned by the Board of

     Directors and Executive Committees.

(2)   define policies and procedures against corruption as

     well as promote such these policies and procedures.

(3)   oversee and communicate all employees performing

     their duties in accordance with policies approved by

     the Board of Directors and Executive Committees.

Moreover, the company appoints the Company Secretary

taking charge in the Board’s meeting and shareholder

meeting as well as supporting and advising the Board in

compliance with the applicable laws and regulations in

relation with The Board’s duties along with ensuring that

the Board’s resolutions are complied.

5. INVESTOR RELATIONS
BJCHI establishes Investor Relation Department to communicate

with investors, shareholders, analysts and government agencies

by collaborating with high-level executives and the company’s

internal department as follows;

(1)   Chairman of Executive Committee or Chief Executive

     Officer or assigned persons answers and provides such

     information regarding vision, mission and the company’s

     policies.

(2)   Financial Director or assigned persons provide the

     financial and general information for institutional investors

     or analysts.

(3)   The Company Secretary office answers and provides

     the general information for shareholders and government

     agencies.

In case of contacting Investor Relation Department,

please contact to

Mr.Vittaya Changeutai, Investor Relation and

                        Strategic Planning Manager

No. 594 Moo. 4 Makhamkoo sub-disctrict,

Nikhompattana district, Rayong  21180

Telephone  :  033 017 345-7

Facsimile   :  033 017 348

E-mail      :  ir@bjc1994.com
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TO CONSIDER AND REVIEW
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICY

To fully ensure that good corporate governance policy is

complied with laws, regulations and related rules, the Board

of Directors will oversee Directors, Executives and employees

to strictly abide by corporate governance policy to enhance

and develop the company’s corporate governance principles

which in turn help create the sustainable basis for the

company, shareholders and all stakeholders. Thus such the

policy has been reviewed on a yearly basis. 

The Risk Management Committee assessed potential fraud

and corruption risks, the fraud and corruption risk assessment

is separated from other risks, and reported to the Audit

Committee and the Board of Directors. The Internal Audit

Department has been assigned to monitor the results

according to the risk assessment report. In addition, BJCHI

has reviewed and revised the Good Corporate Governance

Policy to be in line with the ASEAN CG Scorecard, including

the adoption of good corporate governance policies with

the organizational context and in line with the current

business. The Executive Board and the Board of Directors

are of the opinion that : Good Corporate Governance

Policy is appropriate for the context of the organization

and consistent with the business.

However, there are some sections which hadn’t been

completely followed by the Company as details below;

Items that can not be done Reason / Necessity

1. The Company does not have any

  independent female directors.

BJCHI is in the process of recruiting independent female directors with

knowledge, competence and qualifications to be the independent director.

BJCHI believes that the current Board of Directors is knowledgeable and

capable to enhance the Company's business grows firmly

2. The Company has no policy to limit

  the number of years in the position

  of independent director for not more

  than 9 years.

The Board of Directors considers that the director who joined BJCHI is

a person with the potential, knowledge, ability and experience to benefit

the business of the company.

In collaboration with the company for a long time, all directors will have

an understanding of the company's business. All independent directors are

qualified according to the qualifications of the independent directors.

3. The Company has not determined

   the method of voting for director

   election as Cumulative Voting

The Company considers that the Cumulative Voting will allow minority

shareholders to cast their votes to any director they wish to elect.

Alternatively, they can divide the votes for multiple directors. This may

result in the person being elected does not meet the Company’s

requirements, which will affect the internal management, strategic planning

which may not comply with the company policy and finally affect the

operation and growth of business.
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2.2 GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND IMPORTANT
INFORMATION ABOUT THE SUP-COMMITTEES,
EXECUTIVES, EMPLOYEES AND OTHERS

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
The Board of Directors comprises independent directors, non-executive directors and executive directors and Sub
committees as follows:

Audit Committee
Executive Committee
Management Committee 

Technical Advisory CFO
Mr. Myungsup Song

Board of Directors

Company’s Secretary

Audit Committee

Internal Audit

Risk Management
CommitteeExecutive Committee

MD/CEO
Mr. Young Jun Lee

DMD
Mr. Seung Woo Lee

President
Mr. Kyu Young Lee

AMD-Project
Mr. Seong Jin Lee

AMD-Support
Mrs. Chanchira Smakthai

HSE

Project Management

Planning

Marketing

QA/QC

Production

Maintenance

Warehouse

Engineering

Purchasing

Investor Relation

HR&Legal

Finance&Accounting

Admin

IT

Remark : The Internal Audit team of the Company works in cooperation with Dharmniti Internal Audit Co.,Ltd.,
          as the Internal Auditor
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As of December 31, 2021, the company’s Board of Directors consists of;

THE COMPANY’S COMMITTEES

Name Board of Directors
Audit

Committee
Executive
Committee

Risk Management
Committee

Nationality

Mrs, Rungarun Hannarong

(Chairman /
Independent Director)

South Korean

South Korean

ThaiMr. Boonchuay Korkitrotjana

Mr. Kyu Young Lee

South Korean

South Korean

(Chairman) (Chairman)

Mr. Young Jun Lee

South Korean

Thai

Thai

Thai

Thai

Thai

Thai

Mr. Seung Woo Lee

Mr. Seong Jin Lee

Mr. Myungsup Song

Mrs. Chanchira Smakthai

Mr. Noppadol
Dheerabutrvongkul

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ekachidd
Chungcharoen

Mr. Jumpot
Kanjanapanyakom

Mr. Suthi Thangsri

(Independent Director)

(Independent Director)

(Independent Director)

(Chairman)

The authorized signatory of the Company is “Any of Mr. Kyu Young Lee, Mr. Young Jun Lee, or Mr. Seung Woo Lee is

authorized to co-sign with Mrs. Chanchira Smakthai or Mr. Seong Jin Lee, total two persons together with the affixation

of the company’s seal”.

Moverover, Mr. Noppadol Dheerabutrvongkul is independent director who has extensive knowledge and experience

in reviewing the Company’s financial statement.

Remark : Directors with Thai nationality have residence in Thailand
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As of December 31, 2021, the BJCHI’s executives consisted of six members whose names appear below; 

EXECUTIVES

Name Position

6. Mrs. Chanchira Smakthai Assistant Managing Director - Support

5. Mr. Seong Jin Lee Assistant Managing Director - Project

Chief Financial Officer4. Mr. Myungsup Song

3. Mr. Seung Woo Lee Deputy Managing Director

2. Mr. Young Jun Lee Chief Executive Officer/ Managing Director

President

COMPANY SECRETARY
The Board of Directors has appointed Mr. Vittaya Changeutai as the Company Secretary since November 14, 2020

to comply with the amended provisions of the Securities and Exchange Act B.E.2535 (A.D.1992). Mr. Vittaya Changeutai

earned Master degree of Fiance & Economic and finished Certificate of Company Secretary Program (CSP) held by

Thai Institute of Directors (IOD) in 2020.  The main responsibilities of the Company Secretary are to:

     prepare and maintain the registration of directors, notices of the Board meeting, minutes of the Board meeting,

     annual reports of the company, notices to the shareholders’ meeting and minutes of the shareholders’ meeting,

     keep reports on conflicts of interest prepared by the directors or executives. 

     take any other actions required by the notifications of the Capital Market Supervisory Board and deliver copies of

     reports on conflicts of interest under Section 89/14 prepared by the directors to the Chairman of the Board and

     the Chairman of the Audit Committee within seven business days from the date on which the company receives

     such reports.

In addition, the Company Secretary also has the following duties:

     provide preliminary advice on relevant laws and regulations of the company that Directors should be aware of

     monitors to ensure full compliance to all relevant laws and regulations at all time

     update the Board on any significant changes in relevant laws and regulations;

     hold meetings of the shareholders and the Board in compliance with the relevant laws, Articles of Association

     and good practices;

     record minutes of the shareholders’ and the Board’s meeting, as well as ensuring full compliance with resolutions

     of the meetings;

     oversee disclosures and reports of information under responsibility of the Company Secretary to relevant authorities

     in compliance with the rules and regulations; 

     oversee activities of the Board and conduct other affairs in compliance with the laws and/or the notifications

     of the Capital Market Supervisory Board and/or as being assigned by the Board.

1. Mr. Kyu Young Lee
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     Audit Fee
     The company paid to the auditor (A.M.T. Associate) as the auditing fee, including reviewing quarterly financial

     statement fee and stock observation fee;

     In 2020 The amounting of Audit Fee: 1,350,000 Baht

     In 2021 The amounting of Audit Fee: 1,350,000 Baht

     Non-Audit Fee
     The company paid for other services, including monitoring compliance with the terms of BOI to the auditor

     (A.M.T. Associate);

     In 2020 The amounting of Non-Audit Fee : 20,000 Baht/Certificate

     In 2021 The amounting of Non-Audit Fee : 20,000 Baht/Certificate

AUDITOR’S REMUNERATION

Number of Personnel
 As of December 31, 2021, BJCHI had total 414 employees (excluding the Board and the executives), consisting

 of 182 monthly employees and 232 daily workers. Details are as follows:

PERSONNEL

Department

As of December 31,
2019

As of December 31,
2020

As of December 31,
2021

Monthly
Employees

Daily
Workers

Monthly
Employees

Daily
Workers

Monthly
Employees

Daily
Workers

Marketing 10 109

Procurement 11 9

Accounting - Finance

Information Technology 7 5

Others 4 5

Production 111 625 64 515

Production Support 80 223 78 146

Quality Assurance and
Quality Control

89 1 60 1

Human Resources and Administration 22 16 4

Safety, Occupational Health,
and Environment

24 6 12 6

Total 373 855 269 672

15

191

32

4

5

232

11

9

5

67

27

28

16

7

182

13
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Total Remuneration of Employees (excluding Executives)

Remuneration 2019 2020 2021

316,524,568 449,984,623 238,960,969Salary, wages, bonus and other benefits e.g,

contribution to provident fund and social

security fund, etc.

BJCHI regularly reviews employee’s remuneration and welfare to ensure that the salary/wage and welfare are at a

competitive level in the same industry and in line with the business strategy.

Therefore, BJCHI has provided various welfare to help employee to reduce the cost of living and encourage employees

to have a better life as follows;

     Health and life insurance such as annual health check as necessary with the position / duties, Group Health Insurance,

     Group Accident Insurance, and group life insurance

     Welfare benefits such as welfare for employee’s marriage, welfare for employee death

     Loan benefits such as housing loan, car loan, and other loan

     Funds such as provident fund, compensation fund

     Other benefits such as lunch benefits, transport service, uniform

Provident Fund
BJCHI has formed a provident fund by joining “One A.M. Master Fund Provident Fund”, managed by One Asset

Management Limited, effective from January 1, 2013 onwards. The provident fund is meant to provide incentive

and boost the morale of employees, encouraging them to stay with BJCHI for a long time. The member in provident

fund shall pay 5% of their salaries while the Company will contribute another 5%. 

Labor Dispute
In the past 3 years, BJCHI has no significant labor dispute.

Personnel Development Policy
BJCHI has a policy to continuously develop personnel’s knowledge and operational capabilities, to retain

knowledgeable and skilled staff in the company and to provide a rewarding career path for the employees.

BJCHI also formulates a company - wide training plan after surveying the needs at all levels of the company on an

annual basis and provides appropriate internal and external training courses.
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2.3 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
REPORT

SELECTION OF DIRECTORS,
INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS
AND MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVES

Independent Director

Independent Director Committee consists of at least 3

independent directors, and at least one of which shall have

sufficient knowledge and experience in accounting and

finance to review the financial statements.

Independent Director Committee shall select one of the

Independent Directors to act as the chairman of Independent

Director Committee and then appoint the secretary of

such committee to assist the committee about making

meeting appointment, preparing meeting agendas,

distributing presentation materials and recording minute

of the meeting.

The qualifications of Independent Director are as follows :

(1)   The Company’s independent director is fully qualified

     with the requirement of the Securities and Exchange

     Commission, Capital Market Supervisory Board and/or

     the Stock Exchange of Thailand

(2)   The Company’s independent director shall hold not

     more than 1 percent of the total number of shares

     with voting rights 

(3)   Not being a director who has been assigned by

     the Board of Directors to make decisions on the

     operation of the company, parent company, subsidiary

     company, associated company, subsidiary of the same

     level, major shareholder or the person who has the

     power to control the company

(4)   Not being a director of a parent company, a subsidiary

     or a subsidiary of the same level only as a listed

     company

(5)   Have sufficient knowledge and experience in accounting

     and finance to review the financial statements.

Appointment and Term

the Board of Directors or the shareholder meeting appoints

Independent Director to be the audit committee member.

Such term of the Audit Committee shall be in accordance

with the term of the Company's director. The Audit Committee

whose term expires can be re-elected and nominated

as The Audit Committee again.

Selection Directors
and Management Executives
The Company has not appointed any nominating committee;

however, the Board of Directors excluding the directors

who are interested person, has carefully considered to

nominate the candidates from the qualifications, experiences

and skills from various profession before proposing to the

shareholder’s meeting

Shareholders who wish to elect the Company’s director

must be qualified in the following criteria

(1)  A shareholder has one vote for each share

(2)  Each shareholder is required to cast all his votes

     according to clause (1) to elect one or several directors

     but not allowed his vote more or less to any person

(3)  The Person receiving the maximum votes in order will

     be elected as the Company’s director equal to the

     number of directors to be in existence or to be elected

     at that time. If the person elected has equal vote

     and the number of existing directors or elected directors

     has been in excess of the number of directors to be

     be in existence or to be elected at that time, the

     chairman is required to cast a decisive vote.
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THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AND SELF-ASSESSMENT

BJCHI shall organize a meeting on a quarterly basis and

may have additional resolutions as necessary by determining

clear agenda in advance, including agenda for consideration

on a regular basis. The meeting documents must be sent

out at least 7 days ahead of the meeting date to provide

sufficient time to the directors to review and understand

the information in advance, unless it is an urgent matter.

Any record of the meeting must be made in writing and

kept. The minutes shall be certified by the Board and be

made available for reference and examination. The relevant

executives and related persons should attend the Board

meeting to provide the relevant detailed information to

allow the meeting to make an informed decision on

a timely manner.  

During the Board’s meeting, the number of attending

Directors must not be less than one-half (1/2) of total Directors.

Thus, a quorum was constituted. The Chairman of the Board

will act as the Chairman of the meeting. In case that The

Chairman is absent or not able to perform his/her duties,

with the present vice chairman who will be promoted to

be the Chairman of the meeting. In case that the vice

chairman is absent or not able to perform his/her duties,

attending Directors shall choose one of them to be the

Chairman of the meeting.

At a Board meeting, a resolution shall be passed by a

majority of votes. Each director shall have one vote. Directors

who have conflicts of interest in respect of any item on

the agenda shall abstain from voting and must leave the

meeting when the item is being deliberated. In the event

of a tie vote, the person presiding over the meeting shall

have a casting vote.

Directors who have conflicts of interest in respect of any

item on the agenda shall abstain from voting and must

leave the meeting when the item is being deliberated in

order for the meeting to express independent opinions.

The minute of meeting must be made in writing clearly

both resolutions and Directors’ opinions for reference.

In 2021, there were in total 4 Board of Directors meetings,

4 Audit Committee meetings, 8 Executive Committee

meetings and 4 Risk Management Committee meeting.

All 3 audit committee members and internal and external

auditors were in attendance but without the attendance

of the Management. The details are as follows:
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2021

Name
Ordinary

Shareholders
Board 

of Directors
Audit 

Committee
Executive

Committee
Risk 

Committee

12. Mrs, Rungarun Hannarong

1. Mr. Boonchuay Korkitrotjana

2. Mr. Kyu Young Lee

3. Mr. Young Jun Lee

4. Mr. Seung Woo Lee

5. Mr. Seong Jin Lee

6. Mr. Myungsup Song

7. Mrs. Chanchira Smakthai

8. Mr. Noppadol Dheerabutrvongkul

9. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ekachidd Chungcharoen

10. Mr. Jumpot Kanjanapanyakom

11. Mr. Suthi Thangsri

1 4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

In 2021, the meeting schedule for year 2022 was set in advance. (This meeting schedule may be changed),

excluding special meeting agenda as follows.

Meeting No. Board of Directors Meeting Audit Committee Meeting

1

2

3

4

February    25, 2022  at 14.00 pm.

May        13, 2022  at 14.00 pm.

August      15, 2022  at 14.00 pm.

November  14, 2022  at 14.00 pm.

February    25, 2022  at 10.00 am.

May        13, 2022  at 10.00 am.

August      15, 2022  at 10.00 am.

November  14, 2022  at 10.00 am.
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DIRECTORS’ REMUNERATION

REMUNERATION OF
THE BOARD AND EXECUTIVES

1) MONETARY REMUNERATION

A.  Remuneration of the Board

The Annual General Meeting of Shareholders No. 1/2021 on April 23, 2021 approved the 2021 remuneration for the

Board and the Audit Committee as follow; 

Directors’ remunerations may be in the form of money, meeting allowance, salary and accommodation allowance

which all need to be comparable with the same industry. Such remunerations are based on duties and responsibilities

of Directors while Executives will receive remunerations in the form of money and annual bonuses primarily based

on the company’s performance. A yearly remuneration must not be too high as compared with average remunerations

of Thai’s listed companies to maximize and base on shareholders’ benefits.

The remuneration for Directors must be approved the Annual General Meeting of shareholders.

Accommodation expenses
(if necessary)

Chairman of the
Board of Directors Director Chairman of

Audit Committee RemunerationRemuneration

Meeting allowance
(Baht / person / time)

Salary
(Baht / person / month)

Travelling expenses
(Baht / person / time)

Provided by
Company

Provided by
Company

Provided by
Company

Provided by
Company

Provided by
Company

Provided by
Company

Provided by
Company

Provided by
Company

40,000

40,000 15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

Remark : 1) The meeting allowance is payable only to directors attending the meeting. Directors who also have

             management roles agreed not to accept the meeting allowance and the remunerations.

          2) The remunerations of new director shall be payable from the date on which the director is appointed.
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Details of remunerations paid to the Board in 2019-2021 are as follow;

Name

1. Mr. Boonchuay Korkitrotjana

2. Mr. Kyu Young Lee

3. Mr. Young Jun Lee

4. Mr. Seung Woo Lee

5. Mr. Seong Jin Lee

6. Mr. Myungsup Song

7. Mrs. Chanchira Smakthai

8. Mr. Noppadol Dheerabutrvongkul

9. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ekachidd Chungcharoen

10. Mr. Jumpot Kanjanapanyakom

Remuneration (Baht)

2019 2020 2021

680,000 720,000

480,000

495,000

465,000

510,000

510,000

510,000

680,000

510,000

510,000

510,000

Remark : Directors who also have management roles and fixed salaries agreed not to accept this remuneration

B. Remuneration of Executives

Details of remunerations paid to the company’s executives in 2019 - 2021 are as follow;

Department

2019 2020 2021

Remuneration
(Baht)

Number of
Executives

Remuneration
(Baht)

Number of
Executives

Number of
Executives

Remuneration
(Baht)

Salary, bonus and other

benefits e.g. allowance,

contribution to, provident

fund and social security

fund, etc.

6 persons 18,025,881 6 persons 18,665,129 6 persons 19,376,896
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2) OTHER REMUNERATION
- None -

THE DIRECTOR’S
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
the Board of Directors promotes performance evaluation

at least once a year to improve and develop the business

operation. Such criteria will be clearly defined before

performance evaluation to gather opinions and propose

to the meeting. Such criteria, process and results are also

disclosed through annual report.

In 2021, The Company Secretary is assigned for evaluation

of the performance of the Board of Directors in form of

group performance evaluation and individual basis, and

submit the results to the Board of Directors Meeting to

consider the results of the evaluation and the guidelines

to improve the efficiency of operations.

The Self Assessment of the board of directors as a whole

was divided into 6 sections as follows:

(1)  Board structure and qualifications

(2)  Roles, duties and responsibilities of the board

(3)  The board meeting

(4)  Duties of directors

(5)  Relationship with management

(6)  Director‘s self improvement and management training

Overall performance assessment
results 93.9% : “Excellent”

Self Assessment of committee members on an individual

basis was divided into 3 sections as follows:

(1)  Board structure and qualifications

(2)  The board meeting

(3)  Roles, duties and responsibilities of the board

Overall performance assessment
results 96.4% : “Excellent”

CEO & SUB-COMMITTEES’
SELF-ASSESSMENT 

CEO & Sub-Committees must conduct a yearly performance

assessment as the framework in overseeing CEO &

Sub-Committees’ duties, considering, reviewing, analyzing

operating performance to improve the company’s business

operation further. Such assessment will be considered under

each committees.

Regarding the assessment form for each committee, opinion

and recommendation section are provided to receive

advices from Sub-committees. Moreover, the assessment

results of each committees and CEO are concluded for

their acknowledgement and then reported to The Board

of Directors to promote BJCHI’s good corporate governance,

to operate business with its continuous and sustainable

growth on a transparent and fair basis which in turn will

create confidence for all related parties.

In 2021, The Company Secretary is assigned for evaluation

of the performance of CEO & Sub-Committees, and submit

the results to the Board of Directors Meeting to consider

the results of the evaluation and the guidelines to improve

the efficiency of operations. The performance evaluation

of the CEO in 2021, assessed by the non-executive directors

under the SET’s guidelines as a whole was "Excellent".

Self Assessment of the Sub-Committee was divided into

4 sections as follows:

(1)   Board structure and qualifications

(2)   The board meeting

(3)   Roles, duties and responsibilities of the board

(4)   Others

          The relationship between the board and

          management team

          Directors’ self-development and training
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CEO Self Assessment was divided into 3 sections as follows:

(1)   Status of Achievements

(2)   Performance Measures

          Leadership

          Strategy formulation

          Strategy execution

          Financial planning/Performance

          Relationships with the Board

          External Relations

          Human Resources Management/Relations

          Succession

          Product/Service Knowledge

          Personal Qualities

(3)   Development Needs

DEVELOPMENT FOR
DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVES
The Board of Directors has the policy to promote and

facilitate training program to enhance knowledge of related

persons taking charge in corporate governance system such

as Directors, Audit Committees, Executives and The Company

Secretary to improve their performance. Such training and

knowledge improvement might be done as internal training

or external training from outside institutions.

In the event there are changes of directors or newly

appointed directors, the management will provide the new

directors with documents and information which will benefit

them in performing roles and duties as the company’s

directors and introduce them to the nature and business

direction of the company to new directors.

The Board of Directors will implement job rotations based

on skills of each director and management based on the

appropriateness and time. Chief Executive Officer will

define a timeframe and consider the performance as the

development and succession plan which in turn will help

develop knowledge and skills of the director and management

in order for them to take job rotations. This development

of directors and executives is part of the succession plan

of the organization's top executives.

ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICY
AND PRACTICE

The Company operates its business under its ideology with

the moral principle, honesty and transparency by conforming

to responsibilities to societies and all stakeholders under

Good Corporate Governance practices. The Company

realizes that corruption and bribery are the obstacles in

developing societies and economies. These also result in

unfair business operation, ruin the Company’s reputation

and make the Company unacceptable by destroying

confidence of shareholders, investors and all stakeholders.

To tackle that, the Company defines practices to

Anti-Corruption which is considered as the supplementary

part of business’s code of conduct according to the

Company.

To ensure that the Company, associated companies and

subsidiary companies and other companies where the

Company can control (if any) have the policy taking

responsibilities, practices and regulations in an appropriate

manner against corruption and bribery which might take

place with business operation in order to ensure that

decision-making process and business operation possibly

related to risk of corruption and bribery must be fully

considered and taken into actions. Thus, the Company

provides the written anti-corruption practices and informs

as well as communicates the particle standard to the

Board of Director, Executive Director and all employees

of the Company, associated companies and subsidiary

companies and other companies where the Company can

control to conform to the guideline for business operation

to develop the Company on a sustainable basis.



Chief Executive Officer and Executive
Committees
have duties and responsibilities as follows.

     Define Anti-Corruption Policy & Practices as well as

     promote and support such that policy and practices

     Communicate with employees in the organization and

     related persons to fully acknowledge Anti-Corruption

     Policy & Practices 

     Review the appropriate system and measures including

     Anti-Corruption Policy & Practices to make them

     suitable for the changes in business environment, rules,

     regulation and law

     Assist Audit Committees for fact findings as informed

     or assigned by Audit Committees about the investigation

     of corruption and bribery issues with the authority to

     assign tasks to the management if needed

Internal Audit has duties and responsibilities as follows

     Audit and review the procedure of internal audit plan

     that it complies correctly with policy, procedure,

     authority rules, regulations and law to ensure appropriate

     and efficient internal controls systems against risk of

     corruption and bribery which might take place and

     report to the Board of Directors

     Perform duties as assigned by Audit committees related

     to the investigation of the Company’s’ corruption and

     bribery in addition to internal audit plan as defined

Audit Committees have duties and responsibilities as
follows

     Consider Anti-Corruption Policy & Practices assigned

     from Executive Committees to match with the

     Company’s business operation and environment,

     culture and propose to The Board of Directors for

     approval

     Consider and review the changes in Anti-Corruption

     Policy & Practices provided by Executive Committees

     and propose to The Board of Directors for approval.

     Review its financial and accounting report, internal

     control, internal audit system and risk management

     system to ensure that they comply with international

     standard on a prudent, up-to-date and efficient basis

     Receive report suspicious situations considered as

     corruption and bribery in which the Company’s

     employees engage and investigate fact findings and

     propose to Executive Committees to mutually consider

     penalty or find the solution to the cited problem
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ROLES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
The Board of Directors perform their duties and responsibilities

as well as oversee the supportive system for Anti-corruption

Practices efficiently to ensure that Executive directors realize

and pays attention to Anti-corruption Practices and to

cultivate it as the Company’s value in order for all employees

to fully understand and recognize the importance of

troubles stemming from Corruption and Bribery.

If Audit Committees report case of Corruption and Bribery

impacting the Company, The Board of Directors has duties

to advice, recommend and consider penalty and find the

solution tackling the problems to Chief Executive Officer

and Executive Committees.
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GUIDELINE OF ANTI-CORRUPTION
POLICY & PRACTICES
The Board of Director, Executive Committees and employees

must strictly comply with code of conduct, policy and

Anti-Corruption Practices without engaging in corruption

and bribery cases directly and indirectly including contractors

and sub-contractors;

(1)   Do not express behavior related to receiving or offering

     bribery to stakeholders directly and indirectly to gain

     corruptible benefits as follows;

     Do not receive or offer gifts, souvenir, cash, cheque,

     bond, share, gold, jewel, real estate or the similar type

     of items to a person who is contacted both in

     government agencies and private sectors.

     Do not receive gifts, reward, presents or any benefits

     resulting in abstaining him from performing duties and

     before receiving such items, a receiver needs to ensure

     that it complies by law and the Company’s rules.

     Moreover, such items should not be expensive and

     suitable for each occasion.

     Do not offer gifts, reward, presents or any benefits

     encouraging receivers to take different actions with

     other business partners. Such items which are

     occasionally provided must not be more expensive

     than a normal basis.

     Do not act as the middleman to offer cash, assets,

     items and any other benefits to related persons with

     business, agencies, government agencies or any other

     organizations to exchange with special privileges in

     order to encourage government officers to abstain

     from complying with rules and regulations as well as

     specified law.

(2)   Procurement must follow the Company’s procedure

     on a transparent and accountable basis.

(3)   Entertainment cost and others relevant to business

     contract can be done with a reasonable and

     accountable basis.

(4)   In case of charitable donation, the practices are

     as follows;

     Money or the Company’s asset used for charitable

     donation must be on behalf of the Company. To

     make charitable donation for foundations, public and

     charitable organizations, temples, hospitals, sanatoriums

     or social organizations requires certification with

     trustworthiness, accountabilities and complies with the

     Company’s rules. 

     Personal’s charitable donation can be done but not

     related to or caused corruptible actions to gain any

     benefits. 

     The charitable donation must be transparent under

     law, ethics and verified with supportive evidences.

(5)   With respect to money or the Company’s asset used

     to support a project, only the Company’s name can

     be stated. Such utilized money must be distributed to

     build good images and reputation under the business

     objectives. Clear objectives need to be clearly defined

     with accountable evidences under the Company’s rules.

(6)   Do not take any actions relevant to the political issues

     inside the Company’s premises and do not use the

     Company’s resources for such that purpose. The

     Company’s determination on political issue is neutral

     with conformity to law, democratic system without any

     political aids to political parties directly and indirectly.

(7)   Employees must not ignore the potentially corruptible

     situation relevant to the Company directly and indirectly.

     Employees need to inform their supervisors or responsible

     persons to receive fact findings. If there are any questions,

     please consult with the supervisors or responsible

     persons regarding conformity to code of conduct as

     distributed by defined channels.
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(8)   The Company shall ensure fairness and protection of

     employees who refuse or report corruption related to

     the Company by implementing measures to protect

     complainants or collaborators in reporting corruptible

     actions as defined by the Company measure of

     Protection Measures and Confidentiality Practices. 

(9)   Directors, executives, and employees who commit

     fraud and corruption which are considered as Illegal

     acts of the Company will be considered a disciplinary

     action imposed by the Company. In addition, if the

     action is illegal, may also be punished by law. 

(10)  The Board of Director, Executive Committees recognize

     the importance of distributing knowledge, providing

     recommendation and making employees and related

     persons understand practices to anti-corruption so as

     for them to comply fully with policy and practices to

     anti-corruption on an honest and ethical basis.

(11)  The Company determines to build and keep the

     corporate’s cultures against corruptible actions, bribery

     issues which are not acceptable regardless of persons

     or transactions with government or private sectors.

(12)  Anti-Corruption Policy & Practices is applicable to

     human management process from recruitment, selection,

     promotion, performance evaluation and remuneration.

     The supervisor from all level must communicate and

     educate employees for such that matter using in

     business activities under responsibilities and governance

     efficiently.

PRACTICES IN INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE AND
CONFIDENTIALITY
The Company discloses necessary information to executive,

employees, stakeholders and related persons on an accurate,

sufficient, timely, transparent basis through the accessible

channel by disclose the information in the form of Annual

Information Disclosure (Form 56-1) and Annual Report

(Form 56-2) including the Company’s website and other

appropriate channels to efficiently perform duties in

accordance with rules and regulations of SEC and SET.  

In addition, the Company is committed to maintaining

confidentiality based on Handling confidential, market-sensitive

information: Principles of good practice as the good

practices for the Company and prevent the disclosure of

confidential information which might cause destroy to the

Company or used for the abuse of benefits with taking

advantages of investors, shareholders and stakeholders

in public.



are as follows.

     The directors, executives and employees should comply

     with the Company's policy on securities trading include

     trading instructions by avoiding trading the Company’s

     securities for a period of 1 month prior to the disclosure

     of financial statement to the public with using insider

     information according to the Company’s code of

     conduct.

     The Company has limited the number of persons who

     need to access to confidential information as less as

     possible (need to know basis).

     The Company has a preservation copy documents

     related to confidential transaction on a safety basis

     and destroys when no need to use. There are a limited

     group of assigned staff or employees to get access

     to information.

     The Company cultivates its culture by regularly

     communicating to ensure that all employees are aware

     of their duty to maintain the Company’s confidentiality

     and also to avoid disclose that to public.

     The Company reviews regularly by storing and controlling

     information up-to-date on a safety basis.
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PRACTICES FOR DEALING WITH
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
THAT AFFECT THE PRICE OF
SECURITIES

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
TO REPORT SUSPICIOUS
SITUATIONS OR REQUEST
RECOMMENDATION RELATED
TO ANTI-CORRUPTION

Reporting suspicious situations which might be involved in

corruptible actions, improper, break law and the Company’s

regulations as well as code of conduct is considered to

be one of the channel that help the Company to get

information about corruptible actions faster which in turn

help the Company to take immediate actions. This also

helps to protect the Company’s benefits of stakeholders

efficiently. To do that, one who makes complaints or request

recommendation needs to specify the details of suspicious

situations, complaints or issues along with name, address

and telephone number. Thus, the Company defines

communication channels to report suspicious situations,

complaints or request recommendation about anti-corruption

as follows;

Employees or stakeholders who face with corruptible

actions within the Company or any suspicious actions

which might get involved in corruption must immediately

report such issues to their supervisors or internal audit

team or responsible persons or complaint channels

of the Company as appropriate. If there are any

questions, please consult directly with the supervisor

or internal audit team or responsible persons

Enclosed mail and send directly to Chairman of the

Board of Directors as follows;

     Chairman of the Board of Directors 

     BJC Heavy Industries Public Company Limited

     594 Moo 4 Makhamkoo, Nikompattana, Rayong

     21180

E-mail

     Audit Committees  :  bjc-id@bjc1994.com  

     Complaint unit     :  spy@bjc1994.com

Opinion Box located inside the Company and working

sites.
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In case of one who would like to inform complaints to Chief

Executive Officer or Executive Committees, please send

the complaints to Chairman of Audit Committees directly.

Persons who can inform suspicious situations or makes

complaints are all the Company’s stakeholders composing

of shareholders, customers, business competitors, creditors,

government sectors, communities, society, executives and

employees. The information will be kept confidential no

matter what communication channels are used.

In case of urgent issues related to corruption, related

persons must immediately and respectively reported and

then propose to the top management to make quick

decisions.

To report suspicious situations or make complaints must be

made in good faith. If the Company finds fraudulent notices,

intent to bully others to damage, degrading reputation,

being insulted, being abhorred or being embarrassed, etc.,

if done by the Company's employee, the disciplinary punish

will be imposed. However, if the outsider resulting in destroys

to the Company, the offender will be prosecuted as

specified by law.

Moreover, the Company discloses full details of Anti-Corruption

Policy & Practices on its website. Please go to the following

link https://www.bjc1994.com/bjchi/th/investor-relation/

corporate-governance/anti-corruption/
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2.4 INTERNAL CONTROL AND RELATED
PARTY TRANSACTION

INTERNAL CONTROL AND
RISK MANAGEMENT
According to the Board of Directors’ meeting No.1/2022

held on 25 February 2022, with the full attendance of the

three Audit Committee members, the Board of Directors

assessed the adequacy of the Company’s internal control

in 2021 using the evaluation form from the Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC) which covers 5 key aspects:

(1)   Control Environment : determining integrity, ethic and

     the code of conduct for the management and staff

     on a suitable basis. This is relevant to monitoring and

     evaluating process for the practice of the code of

     conduct as well as changing acts conflicting with

     integrity by complying with the code of conduct under

     the appropriate time frame.

(2)   Risk Management : defining clear and sufficient

     objectives to identify and evaluate related risks covering

     the organization from the organization, business units,

     departments and other working functions. This includes

     how to adequately formulate action plans and measures

     to control the risks which might be external and internal

     risks in relation to acceptance, reduction and avoidance

     or sharing of risk.

(3)   Control Activities : determining clear control measures

     as the written policy covering risks appropriately and

     the characteristics of organization such as environment,

     work complexity, work scope and other specific features.

     Moreover, the company defines clear authority scopes

     by separating into 3 aspects including authority,

     accounting record and information technology and

     asset protection as check and balance system.

(4)   Information & Communication : implementing a system

     in order for Board of Director to gain sufficient

     information for decision-making in the business operation

     from internal and external way related to the work.

(5)   Monitoring : monitoring and evaluating the internal

     control system to fully ensure that the internal control

     system is fully implemented on an appropriate way.

     The company also assigns Internal Audit department

     to monitor working functions of each unit and conduct

     the internal control report to send it directly to Audit

     Committee on a quarterly basis.
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Dharmniti Internal Audit Co., Ltd.. has assigned

Ms. Kitlada Somngam, Deputy Director, to be the team

leader responsible for conducting internal audits for the

Company in 2021. Ms. Kitlada Somngam has sufficient

qualifications with independence and experience for more

than ten years of experience in being an independent

auditor for similar businesses. In addition, she has received

a wide range of internal control training including International

Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing,

Internal Audit Training Program to prepare for Internal

Auditor (Pre CIA), Chulalongkorn University and How to

Write the Fact Finding etc. Upon review of her qualifications,

the Audit Committee concluded that she was qualified to

be the internal auditor for the Company. Moreover,

BJCHI has in place an internal audit department to support

and coordinate with Ms. Kitlada Somngam and her

Dharmniti team. Any appointment, transfer and dismissal

of the Company’s Head of Internal Audit must be approved

by the Audit Committee.  

In addition, BJCHI appointed A.M.T. & Associates as its

external auditor for 2021. The auditor has audited and

assessed the internal control of the accounting system

according to all relevant accounting standards. A.M.T. &

Associates has reported to the Audit Committee that no

issues were found involving internal controls for accounting

system and operations for 2021 financial statements.

Based on the inquiries with Management and the studies

undertaken by the internal auditors, the Board of Directors

has the opinion that the Company has adequate internal

control and risk management systems. The Company has

assigned and allocated sufficient personnel to operate its

internal control system effectively, preventing any Director

or management to abuse the Company’s assets. In addition

to putting in place clear lines for delegation of authority

and preparing written standard operating procedures (SOP),

the Company has set up auditing mechanisms to independently

monitor and evaluate the internal controls. In addition,

The Company has a system to store important documents

that directors, auditors and authorized person can access

and verify within an appropriate time period. Furthermore,

the internal control system possesses appropriate measures

to sufficiently control all relevant transactions with related

parties or persons with potential conflicts of interest.

BJCHI has appointed Dharmniti Internal Audit Co., Ltd.

to be an internal auditor which work with BJCHI’s internal

audit department to assume the roles and responsibilities

approved by the Audit Committee to evaluate key aspects

of the Company’s operations and control systems as well

as information technology system in line with the guidance

from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The

audits include assessment, recommendations and agreement

on how and when the corrective actions will be implemented

to address the issues revealed through the audit assessments.

At the present, the Company has taken actions to address

all the issues raised by the Company‘s internal auditor.
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CONNECTED TRANSACTIONS
During 2019-2021, the Company received financial assistance from the two directors, considered as persons with potential

conflict of interest. The Audit Committee viewed that the connected transactions are reasonable as the Company

received financial assistance from the director without any compensation. Details are as follow:

Value of Connected Transaction (Baht Million)

As at
Dec. 31, 2019

As at
Dec. 31, 2020

As at
Dec. 31, 2021

Description

Amount

of Guaranteed

Baht 0.89 million

Amount

of Guaranteed

Baht 6.91 million

Amount

of Guaranteed

Baht 0.51 million

Amount

of Guaranteed

Baht 4.52 million

Amount

of Guaranteed

Baht (0.13) million

Amount

of Guaranteed

Baht (4.15) million

1)   Mr. Seung Woo Lee
     Type of Relation : be a director who has an

     authorization to sign for the Company’s business

     and be a shareholder by holding the shares for

     28.29% of paid up capital (as of December 31, 2021)

     1.1)  Guaranteed for car’s hire-purchase agreement

           with one of financial institutions without any

           remuneration

2)   Mrs. Chanchira Smakthai
     Type of Relation: be a director who has an

     authorization to sign for the Company’s business

     and be a shareholder by holding the shares for

     0.31% of paid up capital (as of December 31, 2021)

     2.1)  Guaranteed for car’s hire-purchase agreement

           with one of financial institutions without any

           remuneration

MEASURES OR PROCEDURES IN CONNECTED
TRANSACTIONS APPROVAL
The Company shall comply with the Securities and Exchange laws and regulations, notifications, orders or rules of the

Capital Market Supervisory Board and the Stock Exchange of Thailand.  In this regards, executives or persons with conflicts

of interest shall not get involved in the approval of the connected transactions.

In the event that an approval from the Board is required, the Audit Committee will present at the Board meeting to

consider and express opinions on the necessity and rationality of such connected transactions. The Company has

principles in entering connected transactions with common trade conditions and connected transactions with uncommon

trade conditions as follows:
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(a)  Transactions with common trade conditions
      Regarding connected transaction between the Company/its subsidiaries (if any) and directors, executives, or related

      persons that has won the Board’s in-principle approval, the Management can approve the transaction provided

      that such transaction has common trade conditions that a decent person would agree with any unrelated

      counterparty under similar circumstances without interference from relevant directors, executives or related persons.

      The Company shall prepare a summary of connected transactions and report to the Audit Committee’s meeting

      and the Board meeting every quarter.

(b)  Transactions with uncommon trade conditions
      Connected transactions with uncommon trade conditions shall be considered and opined by the Audit Committee

      before proposing to the Board and/or shareholders for further approval. In this regards, the Company shall comply

      with the Securities and Exchange laws and the regulations, notifications, orders or rules of the Capital Market

      Supervisory Board and the Stock Exchange of Thailand, including rules on disclosure of connected transactions.

      In the event that the Audit Committee lacks expertise in reviewing the connected transaction, the Company may

      appoint independent professionals or the company’s auditor to provide opinion of such connected transactions

      to support the decision of the Audit Committee and/or the Board and/or the shareholders. This is to ensure that

      the engagement in such connected transaction is necessary, reasonable, and taking into account the interests

      of the company. The Company shall disclose the connected transactions in the company’s annual report and

      notes to the financial statements, audited by the company’s auditor.

CONNECTED TRANSACTION POLICY AND TREND
To engage in any connected transaction in the future, the transaction must be necessary, reasonable, and benefit

the company. The transactions must be reviewed by the Audit Committee and/or the Board, with the participation

of the Audit Committee to consider and provide opinions on the rationality, pricing, and condition of the connected

transactions. The terms and conditions of the transactions must be comparable with those engaged with non-related

persons while the price must be fair and accountable. The Audit Committee shall have authority to review the criteria

and guidelines for entering into such transaction.  

In the event that the Audit Committee lacks expertise in reviewing the connected transaction, the Company may

appoint independent professionals or the company’s auditor to provide opinion of such connected transactions to support

the decision of the Audit Committee and/or the Board and/or the shareholders. The Board must ensure that the Company

complies with the Securities and Exchange laws and rules, notifications, orders or regulations of the Capital Market

Supervisory Board and the Stock Exchange of Thailand, including rules on disclosure of connected transactions by the

Company or subsidiaries (if any) in accordance with the accounting standards prescribed by the Institute of Certified

Accountants and Auditors.
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